In the multiple testing problem with independent tests, the classical linear stepup procedure controls the false discovery rate (FDR) at level π 0 α, where π 0 is the proportion of true null hypotheses and α is the target FDR level. Adaptive procedures can improve power by incorporating estimates of π 0 , which typically rely on a tuning parameter. Fixed adaptive procedures set their tuning parameters before seeing the data and can be shown to control the FDR in finite samples. We develop theoretical results for dynamic adaptive procedures whose tuning parameters are determined by the data.
Introduction
Powerful modern computers have introduced large data sets to diverse fields of research, and testing of hundreds or even thousands of hypotheses simultaneously has become commonplace in statistical applications such as genetics, neuroscience, and astronomy.
Since its inception in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) , the false discovery rate (FDR), the expected proportion of false positives, has been widely adopted as an error measure for such large-scale problems. Much research effort has been made to improve Benjamini and Hochberg's initial method, in particular developing efficient estimators of the FDR that lead to powerful procedures which maintain FDR control. In this paper, we provide the proof of finite sample FDR control for a large class of data-adaptive procedures.
First we briefly review the literature.
Consider the classical problem of testing m independent simultaneous null hypotheses, of which m 0 are true and m 1 " m´m 0 are false. Denote the associated p-values by p 1 , p 2 , ..., p m and the ordered p-values by p p1q ď¨¨¨ď p pmq . For t P r0, 1s, define the following empirical processes (Storey et al., 2004) :
V ptq " #ttrue null p i : p i ď tu, Sptq " #tfalse null p i : p i ď tu, Rptq " V ptq`Sptq.
Then the FDR at a p-value cut-off t P p0, 1s is defined as
For a fixed FDR threshold α, Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) proposed a linear step-up FDR controlling procedure (the BH procedure) which sets the p-value cut off at p pkq , where k " maxti : p piq ď iα{mu. The procedure has been shown to control the FDR conservatively at level π 0 α under independence, where π 0 " m 0 {m is the proportion of true nulls (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) . To tighten the FDR control, we could use the adaptive procedure that applies the BH procedure at the threshold of α{π 0 , wherê π 0 is preferably a conservative estimate of π 0 .
Instead of finding a rejection region to control the FDR, Storey (2002) proposed to estimate the FDR for a fixed rejection region. When Rptq ą 0 and under the usual assumptions that true null p-values are independent and uniformly distributed on p0, 1q, a natural estimator for FDRptq arises as z FDRptq "Ê rV ptqs Rptq " mπ 0 t Rptq .
The FDR control and FDR estimation approaches are intricately connected. With π 0 " 1, the BH procedure can be viewed as finding the largest p-value whose FDR estimate is below or equal to α.
For a fixed tuning parameter λ P r0, 1q, Storey (2002) proposed a widely used π 0 -estimator asπ 0 pλq " m´Rpλq p1´λqm .
Usingπ 0 pλq in z FDR leads to z FDR λ ptq " mπ 0 pλqt Rptq _ 1 , and Liang and Nettleton (2012) showed that z FDR λ ptq is a conservative estimator of z FDRptq, i.e.,
Er z FDR λ ptqs ě FDRptq.
To control the FDR in the adaptive procedure, it is a good practice to boundπ 0 away from zero, and Storey et al. (2004) proposed an asymptotically equivalent estimator:
π0 pλq " m´Rpλq`1 p1´λqm .
Becauseπ0 pλq ěπ 0 pλq, usingπ0 pλq in z FDR leads to conservative estimation of the FDR. On the other hand, Storey et al. (2004) showed that the adaptive procedure witĥ π0 pλq controls the FDR. Furthermore, if we use π 0 -estimators that are more conservative thanπ0 pλq in the adaptive procedures, the FDR control can also be guaranteed (Liang and Nettleton, 2012) . Such examples include the two-stage procedure of Benjamini et al. (2006) and the one-stage and two-stage procedures of Blanchard and Roquain (2009) . We will refer to the adaptive procedures that use fixed λ parameters as fixed adaptive procedures. In summary, it is well established in the literature that for fixed adaptive procedures, conservative FDR estimation and FDR control are closely related.
In practice, the selection of λ amounts to a trade-off between the bias and variance of π 0 pλq and should depend on the data at hand. We will refer to the adaptive procedures that use data to select λ as the dynamic adaptive procedures. Interestingly, Liang and Nettleton (2012) showed that if λ is chosen according to a certain stopping time rule, then conservative π 0 and FDR estimation can still be guaranteed. Examples include the lowest-slope procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) and the right-boundary procedure of Liang and Nettleton (2012) . In spite of their conservative estimation, it is unclear whether such procedures will still maintain FDR control. Recently, Heesen and Janssen (2016) have proposed a class of weighted Storey π 0 -estimators with datadependent weights and showed that the corresponding dynamic adaptive procedures control the FDR in finite samples. However, the weight measurability condition required by Heesen and Janssen (2016) is not compatible with the stopping time condition required in the lowest-slope and right-boundary procedures, for which a proof of FDR control remains elusive.
In this paper, we strive to prove the FDR control for a large class of dynamic adaptive procedures, which include the right-boundary procedure as a special case. Furthermore, we are able to extend our proof of FDR control to a class of dynamic adaptive procedures which select λ from a data-driven candidate set, in particular the realized p-values. Examples include the lowest-slope procedure and the k-quantile procedure of Benjamini et al. (2006) . The lowest-slope procedure is historically important in the field of multiple testing and especially in the FDR literature. The lowest-slope π 0 -estimator was first proposed in Hochberg and Benjamini (1990) to control familywise error rate (FWER), and its idea can be traced back to Schweder and Spjøtvoll (1982) . According to Benjamini (2010) , Benjamini and Hochberg attempted but could not show that the least-slope procedure controls the FDR and presented the non-adaptive BH procedure in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) as a result. As the earliest adaptive FDR procedure, the lowest-slope procedure is widely used, but its control of the FDR has not been theoretically established.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2, we show finite sample FDR control for an initial class of dynamic adaptive procedures with fixed candidate grid. In Section 3, this result is extended to a further class of dynamic adaptive procedures with data-driven candidate grid. In Section 4 we report the results some simulations that demonstrate the advantages of dynamic adaptive procedures. Finally, we discuss the issues of identifiability and dependence, and draw conclusions in Section 5. Technical proofs are postponed until Appendix ??.
Fixed grid dynamic adaptive procedures
Throughout this paper, we will assume that the true null p-values are independent and identically distributed as U p0, 1q random variables, and are independent of the false null p-values. Under this model, arbitrary dependence is allowed among the false null p-values. This is the same condition adopted by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995), Storey et al. (2004) , and Liang and Nettleton (2012) , who call it the null independence model .
Notice that under this model, the number of true nulls m 0 is fixed. An analogous model with random m 0 is termed as the basic independence model by Heesen and Janssen (2015) . Note that results in the fixed m 0 model can be easily extended to the random case by conditioning on m 0 and integrating. We first characterize the initial class of dynamic λ-selection rules for which we will prove FDR control.
The λ selection rules
In proving their results regarding conservative estimation of the FDR, Liang and Nettleton (2012) consider any dynamic tuning parameter λ that is a stopping time with respect to the filtration tF t u tPp0,1s , where F t " σpRpsq : 0 ă s ď tq, and is bounded away from 0 and 1. However, establishing strong control of the FDR requires a better characterization of the selection behaviour, and so in this section we focus on a subclass of stopping time rules which select λ from a fixed and finite set of candidate values.
We begin by formally defining the right-boundary procedure, but our result will extend to a wider class of stopping time rules of which the right-boundary procedure is a special case. For k ě 1, consider a fixed and finite λ candidate set Λ " tλ 1 , . . . , λ k u that divides the interval (0, 1] into k`1 bins with boundaries at
such that the ith bin is pλ i´1 , λ i s for i " 1, . . . , k`1. We can construct a sequence of π 0 -estimators at candidate λ values aŝ
Then the right-boundary procedure chooses the tuning parameter λ " λ j , where
if this set is non-empty, and otherwise chooses j " k. That is, we choose λ as the right boundary of the first bin where the π 0 estimate at its right boundary is larger or equal to that at its left boundary. Let N i denote the number of p-values falling into the ith bin, i.e., N i " Rpλ i q´Rpλ i´1 q " #tp j : p j P pλ i´1 , λ i su. Then it is straightforward to show that the right-boundary procedure is equivalent to stopping at the first bin where
Thus, another interpretation of the right-boundary procedure is to choose the first bin whose p-value density is less or equal to its tail average. This stopping rule compares the current bin count N i to a function of Rpλ i´1 q, which is the sum of past bin counts,
i.e., Rpλ i´1 q "
In general, we will require a finite candidate set Λ, but allow the stopping rule to depend on any functions of the past bin counts and boundaries. More specifically, a λ-selection rule on a fixed candidate set Λ " tλ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ k u with 0 ă λ 1 ă . . . ă λ k ă 1 is said to have the left-to-right stopping time property (and we say that it is an LRS selection rule) if λ i is selected when i is the smallest index in t1, . . . , ku such that N i P C i , where C i is a subset of t0, ..., mu and can depend on the past bin counts. That is, C 1 can be any subset of t0, . . . , mu, and for 2 ď i ď k, C i " C i pN 1 , ..., N i´1 q Ď t0, ..., mu. In order for the selection rule to always terminate, we can have C k " t0, ..., mu.
As a concrete example, the right-boundary procedure sets
. Such a rule resembles a search from left to right which evaluates a stopping condition at each candidate value and stops the first time the condition is satisfied.
More precisely, we define the concept of an LRS selection rule as follows:
Definition 1 (LRS selection rule). A random variable λpΛq is an LRS selection rule if for all finite grids Λ Ă p0, 1q,
(ii) λpΛq is a stopping time with respect to tA t u tPp0,1s , where
This definition puts into plain view the concept of an LRS selection rule as a restricted type of stopping time rule. While the general stopping rules of Liang and Nettleton (2012) must be stopping times with respect to tF t u tPp0,1s , Definition 1 states that LRS selection rules have the stronger requirement of being a stopping time with respect to the smaller filtration tA t u tPp0,1s for every finite grid Λ.
Finite sample control of the FDR
Consider a fixed λ candidate set Λ " tλ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ k u Ď rκ, τ s such that
When λ is selected dynamically from Λ, we define the following FDR estimator
The definition of z FDRλ appears at first to be restrictive as it limits the possible range of rejection thresholds to r0, λ 1 s. In practice, we can set λ 1 not too small, say λ 1 " α, and it will be unlikely that the above restriction will affect the final rejection threshold.
We refer readers to Remark 1 of Storey et al. (2004) for a more detailed justification.
Furthermore, for any function F : r0, 1s Ñ R, define the α-level thresholding functional by t α pF q " supt0 ď t ď 1 : F ptq ď αu.
Then an LRS selection rule applied to any fixed finite grid Λ leads to control of the FDR.
Theorem 1. Under the null independence model, suppose λ is chosen using an LRS selection rule with fixed candidate grid Λ " tλ 1 , ..., λ k u. Then FDRtt α p z FDRλqu ď α.
Theorem 1 immediately implies that the right-boundary procedure controls the FDR in finite samples. We leave the details of the proof to the appendix, but give a proof sketch here.
Proof sketch of Theorem 1
By applying martingale arguments similar to Storey et al. (2004) , and by the definition of z FDRλ, we first bound the FDR from above by
It then suffices to show that the expectation on the right-hand side is bounded above by 1. By conditioning on the locations of the false null p-values, and invoking the LRS property of the λ selection rule, this summation over the candidate λ values can be reindexed as a summation over the possible values of the true null bin counts, pV 1 , ..., V k q, which are defined analogously to pN 1 , ..., N k q above, but only counting the true null
By the independence of the true null p-values in the null independence model, the binning process can be seen as a discretization of the uniform density, and hence, the vector of true null bin counts pV 1 , ..., V k q will follow a known multinomial distribution with m 0 trials and probability vector pλ 1 , λ 2´λ1 ..., λ k´λk´1 q. Based on the distribution result of bin counts, we show that each term in the summation is equal to the probability of some combinations of bin counts, pV 1 , ..., V k q. Then the proof follows by showing those combinations are non-overlapping due to the sequential nature of the LRS procedures.
Extension to other dynamic adaptive procedures
Although LRS selection rules encompass a large class of dynamic adaptive procedures, there are still some procedures prevalent in the literature which are not covered. In particular the lowest-slope procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) and the kquantile procedure described in Benjamini et al. (2006) which selects λ " p pkq for some prespecified 1 ď k ď m, are commonly used stopping time λ selection rules that are not strictly LRS. However, they very closely resemble LRS selection rules, as the grid of candidate values for λ remains finite in both cases.
The lowest-slope procedure can be interpreted as the right-boundary procedure applied to a particular data-driven grid. Under our notation, i " Rpp piq q, and the lowest-slope procedure operates by calculating for each 1 ď i ď m the slope
of the line from pRpp piq q, p pito pm`1, 1q. The lowest-slope procedure stops at p pjq , where j " mint1 ď i ď k : σ i ă σ i´1 u, the smallest index for which the slope decreases. The estimator of π 0 is then
Note that for 1 ď i ď m,
so that the stopping condition of the lowest-slope procedure satisfies
Then it is easy to see that the procedure is nearly equivalent to the right-boundary procedure with bins bounded by tp p1q , p p2q , ..., p pmq u, where the only difference is the strictness of the inequality in the stopping condition. When the bins are constructed this way, there is exactly one p-value in each bin, so the bin counts become fixed while the bin boundaries are random. This is inverse to the LRS selection rules as defined above, for which the bin boundaries are fixed, and the bin counts random.
The p-grid λ selection rules
We now consider a new class of dynamic adaptive procedures, under which the tuning parameter λ is selected from a data-driven finite grid. As in the previous section, κ and τ are fixed constants introduced to bound the tuning parameter away from 0 and 1. We have the following definitions:
Definition 2 (The p-grid). For 0 ă κ ă τ ă 1, the p-grid is defined as
The p-value grid (p-grid) is constructed by bounding the grid candidates between κ and τ . We also add τ as the last candidate in case the stopping condition is never satisfied previously.
Definition 3 (The p-grid LRS selection rule). Fix 0 ă κ ă τ ă 1 and let λ LRS pΛq be an LRS selection rule. The p-grid LRS selection rule with underlying selection rule λ LRS is defined as
We see that a p-grid LRS selection rule is defined based on its underlying LRS selection rule, which is applied to the p-grid. The discussion above shows that the lowest-slope procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) , after slight modifications, can be characterized as the p-grid LRS selection rule when the underlying LRS selection rule is the right-boundary procedure. The k-quantile procedure can also be characterized as a p-grid LRS selection rule, but with underlying LRS rule
Our proof will rely on an application of Theorem 1, by approximating a p-grid LRS selection rule with a sequence of LRS rules on fixed and finite grids. In order for this approximation argument to hold, we need to make a further regularity assumption on the p-value model so that the p-grid is almost surely made up of distinct values.
In particular, we assume the continuous null independence model , which is the null independence model, plus the additional assumption that
is continuously distributed for all 1 ď i ď m.
Furthermore, in order to construct the approximating sequence of LRS procedures, we need the following two mild regularity conditions on the p-grid LRS selection rules themselves.
Condition 1. We require that the p-grid LRS selection rule λ˚is a stopping time with respect to the filtration tF t u tPpκ,τ s .
Note that all fixed grid LRS rules are stopping time rules (see discussion following
Definition 1). Since we wish to approximate a p-grid LRS selection rule λ˚by a sequence of fixed grid LRS rules, it is natural to require that λ˚is also a stopping time. For the lowest-slope procedure, this condition is trivially satisfied, since the stopping decision for p piq is made without knowledge of the locations of p pi`1q , ..., p pmq . The same is true for the k-quantile procedure. For other procedures, Condition 1 can be easily checked.
The next condition is a continuity condition such that the λ selected from a p-grid can be approximated arbitrarily closely by using a constructed grid that is close enough to the p-grid from the right-hand side.
Condition 2. We require that the underlying LRS selection rule λ LRS be right continuous. That is, with probability 1, for every ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that
where λ 1 j denotes the jth ordered element of Λ 1 and λ ppq j the jth ordered element of the p-grid.
In Definitions 7 and 8 in the appendix, we will construct the grid Λ 1 using the right boundaries of non-empty bins such that it has the same length as the p-grid and can be made arbitrarily close to the p-grid. Condition 2 ensures that for almost all realizations of the null independence model, this convergence of grids is sufficient to conclude convergence of the selected tuning parameter. For any p-grid LRS rule to have finite sample FDR control, this right continuity condition is the primary condition need to be checked and satisfied.
Finite sample control of the FDR
Theorem 2. Fix 0 ă κ ă τ ă 1. Under the continuous null independence model, if λ is selected using a p-grid LRS selection rule which satisfies Conditions 1 and 2, then
The proof is technical and is left to the appendix, however a proof sketch is given at the end of this section.
Theorem 2 applies to a wide class of dynamic adaptive procedures with p-grid LRS selection rules, but its primary usefulness is its ability to show finite sample control for the commonly used lowest-slope and k-quantile procedures. Strictly speaking, the enforcement of the required regularity conditions means that some slight modifications are made to the lowest-slope procedure as it was originally defined by Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) . Our modified version bounds the tuning parameter away from 0 and 1, and only considers p-values in the open interval pκ, τ q. The procedure simply selects τ if there are fewer than 2 p-values, since as it considers candidates from left to right, it never finds two points at which it can compare slopes, and thus never stops. It also selects τ if the slope comparison step never terminates. Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) are unclear on what to do in these two boundary situations, as when there are sufficiently many p-values, they are highly unlikely to occur in practice. As discussed in the beginning of this section, the original lowest-slope stopping condition uses a strict inequality (Benjamini and Hochberg, 2000) , while the right-boundary procedure is the p-grid LRS selection rule where the underlying LRS selection rule is λ LRS´k .
Intuitively, bounding λ away from 0 and 1 can avoid high bias and high variance of the π 0 -estimator, respectively. In practice, to control the FDR at level α, it is sensible to reject only p-values smaller than α, and we can set κ " α. The τ can be set close to 1, say, τ " 0.95. Overall, especially when the total number of tests m is sufficiently large, the modification is minor and keeps the most sensible region of the λ parameter.
The finite sample control of both of these procedures follows easily from Theorem 2, by
showing that their underlying LRS selection rules are right continuous.
Corollary 1. Under the continuous null independence model, suppose λ LSL is selected using the modified lowest-slope procedure, then FDRpt α p z FDRλLSLqq ď α.
Corollary 2. Under the continuous null independence model, suppose λ Q-k is selected using the modified k-quantile procedure, then FDRpt α p z FDRλQ-kqq ď α.
Corollary 1 is the first time the finite sample FDR control has been proven for the lowest-slope procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) , and Corollary 2 is analogous to Theorem 2 in Benjamini et al. (2006) . A lemma establishing the right continuity of the right-boundary procedure is given in the appendix. The underlying selection rule λ LRS´k of the modified k-quantile procedure is defined above and can easily be shown to be right continuous, so its proof is omitted.
The generality of the class of p-grid LRS selection rules covered by Theorem 2 also makes it easy to show finite sample FDR control for other modifications of the above procedures. For instance, we could improve the lowest-slope procedure by modifying it to check the stopping conditions less often, comparing slopes only at every Bth p-value, for some B ě 1, or at some other fixed quantiles of the p-value empirical distribution.
Since the lowest-slope procedure tests its stopping condition at every realized p-value, it tends to stop too early and return a smaller λ than the optimal λ, a feature which can be easily remedied by considering fewer stopping points. It is easy to show that such a procedure continues to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2, and thus controls the FDR in finite samples.
Proof sketch of Theorem 2
We will bound the FDR of a p-grid LRS selection rule below α by showing it is the limit of a sequence of FDR's of so-called finite approximation LRS selection rules with progressively finer candidate grids. Theorem 1 ensures that each term of the sequence is bounded below α, which allows us to conclude that the limit is bounded below α, as desired.
More specifically, we aim to show pointwise convergence of a sequence of fixed grid LRS procedures to the p-grid LRS procedure. We first identify the set of p-value realizations for which this convergence is either difficult or impossible to prove, and we demonstrate that this set of realizations comprises a null set under the continuous null independence model. Then, for any fixed realization of p-values outside this null set, we show that the tuning parameter λ, the π 0 -estimatorπ0 pλq, and the proportion of false discoveries from the dynamic adaptive procedures defined using our finite approximation LRS selection rules all converge pointwise to the corresponding quantities using the p-grid LRS selection rule. The FDR for a given procedure is the expectation of the false discovery proportion, which is a bounded random variable. Hence, we invoke the bounded convergence theorem to show the convergence in expectation.
Simulations
Simulations are carried out to evaluate the FDR control, power and m 0 estimation properties of the dynamic adaptive procedures in the literature. The candidate procedures are -BH, the original step-up procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) ;
-ORC, the oracle procedure by applying the BH procedure at level α{π 0 , assuming
-RB20, the right-boundary procedure with Λ " t0.05, 0.1, ..., 0.95u; -LSL, the modified lowest-slope procedure (Definition 4); -RB20q, the lowest-slope procedure that considers only 20 p-value stopping points at evenly spaced quantiles;
-HJW, the weight shifting method of Heesen and Janssen (2016) .
The simulation settings are similar to those in Liang and Nettleton (2012) . When true null p-values are independent, all the procedures considered are established to control the FDR in finite samples at level α. BH controls the FDR conservatively at level π 0 α.
The finite sample control of RB20 is a consequence of Theorem 1, and the finite sample control of LSL and RB20q follows from Theorem 2. HJW is a particular example from a class of dynamic adaptive procedures shown to have finite sample control (Heesen and Janssen, 2016) .
Simulations are based on J " 10000 replications, and the nominal FDR level is α " 0.05.
For each replication, m " 10000 one-sided tests of H 0 : µ " 0 are performed, with standard normal true null statistics, and false null statistics having N pµ, 1q distribution.
Effect sizes µ are set to 0.5, 1, 2 and 4. For effect sizes larger than 4, the false null pvalues are well separated from the true null p-values, and all procedures achieve full power relative to ORC.
Independent tests
Simulation for independent test statistics are reported in Figure 1 . The first row plots average realized FDR, the second the power relative to ORC, and the third the log mean-squared error (MSE) ofm 0 "π 0 m, defined as
All procedures control the FDR below the nominal level 0.05, and see an increase in the FDR and relative power as the signal strength µ increases. RB20 and RB20q provide the greatest relative power in all settings, and this is because they have the smallest MSE ofm 0 . When the signal strength is larger, and the optimal λ may be smaller than λ 1 " 0.05, the minimal possible value from RB20, in which case the quantile-based bins of RB20q can provide a marginal improvement over RB20 by considering smaller stopping points, similar to the RB20* procedure in Liang and Nettleton (2012) . HJW, although similar in spirit to RB20, cannot achieve the same power performance since it restricts its estimation region to r0.5, 1s, and its right-to-left measurability condition 
Dependent tests
Simulation was also performed with dependent test statistics. In particular, statistics have block auto-regressive order 1 correlation structure with block size 50 and correlation ρ |i´j| between the ith and jth elements in any block, and correlation coefficient ρ "´0.9. Block structure such as this has been used by Liang and Nettleton (2012) , among others, to recreate the varying positive and negative correlations expected among genes in the same biological pathway. Results are reported in Figure 2 . As above, all procedures control the FDR below the nominal level 0.05, and increase in the FDR and relative power as the signal strength increases. RB20 and RB20q remain the best in terms of power. There is some evidence that all procedures, including ORC, become conservative in the small signal case, due to the dependence among the test statistics. 5 Discussion and conclusions
Identifiability and purity
All of the results proven in this paper give only conservative control and estimation, rather than exact control or estimation. Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) , among others, have shown that the original BH procedure has the FDR exactly equal to π 0 α, but in the adaptive case in which we incorporate an estimate of π 0 , identifiability issues manifest themselves, as discussed in Section 3.1 of Genovese and Wasserman (2004) .
Under the commonly used two-group model (Efron et al., 2001 ) where all p-values are independent, with random M 0 " BIN pm, π 0 q, one can follow similar steps to the proof of Theorem 1 to show the bound
There may in fact be no λ for which P pp i null | p i ą λq " 1, a result of F 1 , the distribution of the false null p-values, having a non-zero uniform component. This is termed impurity by Genovese and Wasserman (2004) . Such purity issues are the reason that we cannot, without further assumptions on F 1 , find an unbiased Storeytype estimator for π 0 , and can only conclude conservatism. The effects of such bias carry through to the estimation of FDR, and the thresholding procedure, and can intrinsically bound the FDR of the procedure below the target level α.
Dependence
The results of this paper are proven under the classical null independence model, but prior FDR control literature has considered estimation and control properties under dependence assumptions on the true null p-values, in particular the positive regression dependence on a subset (PRDS) condition in Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) and the reverse martingale dependence (RMD) condition in Heesen and Janssen (2015) .
Proposition 6.2 of Heesen and Janssen (2015) implies that finite sample control will not hold under every PRDS or RMD model, even for fixed adaptive procedures like those described by Storey et al. (2004) . Nonetheless, it may still be possible to further limit the class of models, or describe an alternative dependence model such that finite sample control can be proven for adaptive or even dynamic adaptive procedures. In particular, simulation studies in this paper, and in Liang and Nettleton (2012) motivate that finite sample control may hold under certain types of block or autoregressive dependence.
The structure of our proof of Theorem 2 is such that if finite sample control can be shown under a particular dependence structure for fixed grid LRS procedures, it can immediately be extended to right continuous p-grid LRS procedures.
Conclusions
In this paper, we first completed the finite sample proof of FDR control for a large class of dynamic adaptive procedures on a fixed candidate set, namely those with LRS selection rules. We later extend the FDR control result to the class of dynamic adaptive procedures where λ is selected using an LRS selection rule on the set of p-values.
In summary, all existing dynamic adaptive procedures that conservatively estimate the FDR have been shown to control the FDR in finite samples. We demonstrated through simulation that the right-boundary procedure (RB20) and quantile-based right-boundary procedure (RB20q) outperform the competing dynamic adaptive procedures in terms of power and estimation accuracy of π 0 , while maintaining FDR control at the nominal level. In similar simulation settings in Liang and Nettleton (2012) , the RB20* procedure, which is a minor variation of RB20, was shown to be more powerful than many adaptive procedures, such as λ " 0.5, the median adaptive procedure and the two-stage procedures of Benjamini et al. (2006) , and the two-stage procedure of Blanchard and Roquain (2009) . The simulation results thus far show that the right-boundary procedure is the most powerful adaptive procedure among all adaptive procedures with finite sample FDR control.
Our results strengthen the connection between the FDR estimation approach and the FDR control approach. With a conservative FDR estimator, we can use the step-up procedure to find the largest p-value whose FDR estimate is below the target FDR level and controls the FDR as a result. This connection is the most evident for fixed adaptive procedures through the work of Storey et al. (2004) and Liang and Nettleton (2012) .
It is further studied for certain dynamic adaptive procedures by Heesen and Janssen (2015) . We extend this connection to still more dynamic adaptive procedures in this paper. The FDR estimation approach is more direct, and conservative FDR estimation much easier to establish than finite sample control of the FDR. Such insight could be useful in the future to design and evaluate new FDR controlling procedures.
Appendix: Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
For k ě 1, consider a fixed λ candidate set Λ " tλ 1 , . . . , λ k u that divides the interval (0, 1] into k`1 bins with boundaries at λ 0 " 0 ă λ 1 ă . . . ă λ k ă λ k`1 " 1 such that the ith bin is pλ i´1 , λ i s for i " 1, . . . , k`1. For 1 ď i ď k, let V i denote the number of true null p-values falling into the ith bin,
We will denote a single realization of a bin count by v i for 1 ď i ď k. Similarly, for 1 ď i ď k, denote the number of false null p-values falling into the ith bin by S i , with a particular realization denoted by s i .
In general, r applied to V i , or v i for 1 ď i ď k will denote the cumulative sum from 1
We require the following distributional results, as well as several lemmas.
A.1.1 Distributional results
Under the null independence model introduced in Section 2, it follows that the bin counts of true null p-values have a multinomial distribution, that is
By the properties of the multinomial distribution we have pV 1 , ..., V i q " MULTpm 0 , λ 1 , λ 2´λ1 , ..., λ i´λi´1 q for 1 ď i ď k
A.1.2 Lemmas for Theorem 1
Lemmas 1 and 2 below appear as Lemmas 3 and 4 respectively in Storey et al. (2004) .
Their statements have been slightly altered to correct an error in that paper, wherein under their original formulations the proposed martingale was not adapted to the proposed filtration. A similar error also appears in the filtrations of Liang and Nettleton (2012) , but in both cases it has no effect on the validity of any results or proofs once it is redefined. Let H 0 be the set of index of all true null hypotheses. Define the filtration tG t u tPr0,1q
by G t " σppV psq, Spsqq : t ď s ď 1q.
Lemma 1.
Under the null independence model, V ptq{t for t P r0, 1q is a martingale with time running backwards with respect to the filtration tG t u tPr0,1q .
Lemma 2. When λ P Λ " tλ 1 , ..., λ k u is a selected by an LRS rule, the random variable
FDRλq is a stopping time with respect to G (ii) λpΛq is a stopping time with respect to tB t u tPp0,1s , where
Lemma 3. If a selection rule is LRS on a fixed finite grid Λ, then conditional on S, it is true null LRS on Λ.
Proof. Suppose that under the conditioning, pS 1 , ..., S k q " ps 1 , ..., s k q. Since the original rule is LRS, let the selection sets be given by C 1 , ..., C k Ď t0, ..., mu. Then for 1 ď i ď k,
Note that C i depends on the past bin counts, which are given by pV 1 , ..., V i´1 , s 1 , ..., s i´1 q, and also on s i , so that B i depends only on the false null bin counts and the past true null bin counts. We want to show that conditional on S, the B i give the λ selection behaviour of the procedure.
Fix some 1 ď j ď k and suppose that tλ " λ j | Su occurs. This occurs if and only if
and V 1`¨¨¨`Vj ď m 0 , which occurs if and only if
and thus conditional on pS 1 , ..., S k q " ps 1 , ..., s k q, the selection rule is true null LRS with selection sets B 1 , ..., B k Ď t0, ..., m 0 u.
A.1.3 Proof of the theorem
Proof. By Lemma 1, we have that t V ptq t : 0 ď t ă λ 1 u is a martingale with time running backwards with respect to the filtration G 
and similar to Theorem 3 of Storey et al. (2004) , it is straightforward to show that
Then to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that the expectation on the righthand side of the above inequality is bounded above by 1. Note that this is exactly the sufficient condition for finite sample control derived by Heesen and Janssen (2016) , Proposition 1.
Note that for any λ, m " m 0`m1 , Rpλq " V pλq`Spλq, and m 1´S pλq ě 0, so we may establish the bound
For k " 1, λ always takes on the fixed value λ 1 , and V pλ 1 q " BIN pm 0 , λ 1 q. The required bound in this fixed λ case is established by Storey et al. (2004) . For k ě 2, the proof is more technically involved but follows the same spirit. We will prove the desired bound conditional on S, which is defined above as the locations of all false null p-values, then the result follows by integration.
Fix some realization of S. Then by Lemma 3, since the original λ selection rule is LRS, it is true null LRS conditional on S, and we may construct sets B 1 , ..., B k Ď t0, ..., m 0 u such that
For the moment, we assume k ě 3. Then
In the second step, we rewrite the condition λ " λ i equivalently in terms of the values of V i 's, i ď k. Because the sequential nature of the LRS procedure, the terms in the second step represent a sequential and complete partition of the probability space of the bin counts, pV 1 , . . . , V k q. The fourth step follows easily by expanding the known multinomial probability mass function of pV 1 , ..., V i q, and cancelling like terms. Notice that the indexes of V 1 for all terms are effectively shifted down by 1. The third-to-last step is due to the observation that the probability of V 1 " m 0 is never tallied in the terms of the summation. The proof when k " 2 is identical to the k ě 3 case, removing terms where necessary from the expressions above.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2

A.2.1 Outline of Proof of Theorem 2
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need to bound the FDR of the dynamic adaptive procedure with p-grid LRS selection rule λ˚below a constant α. We achieve this by showing the FDR is the limit of a sequence of FDR's of finite grid LRS procedures, in particular the finite approximation rules defined below (Definition 8), applied to the sequence of grids tΛ k u 8 k"1 (Definition 7).
Definition 7. Fix 0 ă κ ă τ ă 1. For a positive integer k, define the λ candidate set
Λ k is defined such that the maximum distance between any two adjacent λ candidate values is at most 1{k. As k Ñ 8, the information captured by the bins bounded by Λ k becomes progressively richer. By restricting to the right boundaries of the non-empty bins of Λ k , for sufficiently large k we can approximate the elements of the p-grid in arbitrary precision. This idea motivates the following definition:
Definition 8. For a finite candidate set Λ " tλ 1 , ..., λ r u Ă p0, 1q, take λ 0 " 0 and define the bin counts N i , i " 1, ..., r as in Section 2.1. Define
Then the finite approximation to a p-grid LRS rule λ˚with underlying selection rule λ LRS is defined as
We emphasize that λ pf q is still an LRS selection rule on the fixed and finite grid Λ, despite the fact that the intermediate grid Λ pf q adapts to the p-value locations by keeping only the right boundaries of the non-empty bins. Knowing all p-value locations,
even only approximately, would invalidate the LRS property. It is better to view the construction of Λ pf q as a convenient way to simplify the definitions. In practice, there is no need to know all of the grid points in Λ pf q during the selection process. Instead, the construction of Λ pf q should be thought of as dynamically determined as the selection rule proceeds from κ to τ . Immediately after a new element of Λ pf q is added, which happens when arriving at the first candidate in Λ after passing a p-value, the underlying LRS rule is invoked to check if the stopping condition is satisfied. The addition of a new element to Λ pf q depends only on N i , the current bin count of the finer grid Λ. Furthermore, by condition 1, the application of the underlying LRS rule to the currently known grid elements of Λ pf q only depends on the past and current bin counts and bin boundaries of Λ.
Thus, more precisely, the proof of Theorem 2 will show that the FDR when λ is selected using λ˚is the limit of the sequence of FDR's when λ is selected using tλ pf q pΛ k qu 8 k"1 . For notational simplicity we will denote
As described in the proof sketch in Section 3.2.1, we need to show the convergence as k Ñ 8 of the proportion of false discoveries pointwise almost everywhere over the set of realizations of the continuous null independence model. Next, we define the null set of p-value realizations that we want to exclude from our proof.
Definition 9. Fix m ě 1, 0 ă κ ă τ ă 1, α P p0, 1q, and λ˚" λ˚pp 1 , ..., p m q a right continuous p-grid LRS selection rule. Define the following conditions for i, j " 1, ..., m with i ‰ j:
The right continuity of λ˚does not hold for pp 1 , ..., p m q.
Let Ω 0 :" Ω 0 pm, κ, τ, α, λ˚q " tpp 1 , ..., p m q P p0, 1q m : pp 1 , ..., p m q satisfies one or more of p1q to p6q.
Ω 0 as defined above contains all the realizations for which pointwise convergence is either difficult or impossible to prove, and in Lemma 4 we show it comprises a null set with respect to the measure induced by the continuous null independence model. Note
that Ω 0 depends on m, α, κ, τ and λ˚, all of which we treat as fixed for the remainder of this section. Furthermore, note that right continuity as defined in Condtion 2 is a pointwise property that may not hold on a null set, hence the inclusion of (6) above.
The proof of pointwise convergence of false discovery proportion proceeds in several steps. For a fixed realization outside of Ω 0 . Lemmas 5 and 6 show that the tuning parameter λ k which is selected using the finite approximation procedure with grid Λ k converges to the tuning parameter selected by the p-grid LRS procedure λ˚. Lemma 7 extends this convergence to the π 0 -estimator evaluated at these tuning parameters,
and Lemmas 8 and 9 extend it finally to the proportion of false discoveries below the rejection threshold produced by these procedures, the expectation of which is the FDR of the procedure.
Finally, we apply the bounded convergence theorem to extend this pointwise convergence to convergence in expectation to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
A.2.2 Lemmas for Theorem 2
Lemma 4. Under the continuous null independence model, P pΩ 0 q " 0.
Proof. We write Ω 0 " Ω 1 Y¨¨¨Y Ω 6 where Ω j " tpp 1 , ..., p m q : pp 1 , ..., p m q satisfies pjqu.
First consider Ω 1 . Note that
Then for any fixed i 0 ă j 0 , by the continuity condition on the p-values,
since by continuity, the inner expectation is zero for every fixed realization of the pvalues without p i0 , and there are countably many pairs, it follows P pΩ 1 q " 0. Now consider Ω 2 . Similarly, we have
Then for fixed i 0 ă j 0 , 1 and 2 , we have
since again by continuity, the inner expectation is zero. It follows that P pΩ 2 q " 0. Now
consider Ω 3 . Note that since λ˚is a p-grid LRS selection rule, it will take values in the finite set tp 1 , ..., p m , τ u. Thus
again by continuity. A similar argument holds for the second term, replacing p j0 by τ .
Thus P pΩ 3 q " 0.
A similar argument can be used to bound P pΩ 4 q, and P pΩ 5 q " 0 is clear by continuity.
P pΩ 6 q " 0 by definition of the right continuity condition. We conclude that P pΩ 0 q " 0.
Lemma 5. Let ω " pp 1 , ..., p m q P Ω C 0 be a fixed realization of the continuous null independence model. Then there exists K P N such that for all k ě K, each bin bounded by selection grid Λ k contains at most one p-value.
Proof. The lemma is vacuously true if m " 1, so we may assume m ě 2. Since ω P Ω C 0 , by Lemma 4 we have that p i ‰ p j for all i, j " 1, ..., m, i ‰ j. Thus we may define the quantity p " mintp piq´ppi´1q : 2 ď i ď mu ą 0.
Let K be sufficiently large that 1 K ă p , then it is straightforward to see that, for all k ě K, the bin width of Λ k is at most 1{k ă p , and there cannot be two p-values in the same bin.
Lemma 6. For any realization of the null independence model ω " pp 1 , ..., 
In addition, since 1 k ă δ, the bin width of Λ k is at most 1 k ă δ, and thus for all 1 ď j ď L,
and so by the construction of δ, it follows that
Lemma 7. Let ω " pp 1 , ..., p m q P Ω C 0 be a fixed realization of the continuous null independence model. Thenπ0 pλ k q Ñπ0 pλ˚q as k Ñ 8.
Proof. Recall thatπ0
pλq " m´Rpλq`1 mp1´λq .
Following the proof of Lemma 6, λ k approaches λ˚from above, and thus there exists K such that for all k ě K, λ k is the right boundary of the bin containing λ˚, so that
The proof follows by noting thatπ0 pλq is a continuous function of λ and λ k Ñ λ˚as k Ñ 8 due to Lemma 6.
Define z FDRλ˚to be the estimated FDR function specifying λ " λ˚, and z FDRλk to be the estimated FDR function specifying λ " λ k . Define for both functions
Define n 1 as the ordered index of the smallest p-value in the interval pκ, τ q. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let ω " pp 1 , ..., p m q P Ω C 0 be a fixed realization of the continuous null independence model such that at least 1 p-value lies in the interval p0, κq. Then there exists K P N such that for all k ě K, and i " 1, ..., n 1´1 , z FDRλ˚ppp iă α if and only if z FDRλk ppp iă α.
Proof. Since ω P Ω C 0 , we may define the quantities γ´" mint| z FDRλ˚ppṕ iq q´α| : i " 1, ..., n 1´1 u ą 0 and γ`" mint| z FDRλ˚ppp iq q´α| : i " 1, ..., n 1´1 u ą 0.
Define γ F " mintγ´, γ`u.
For each i " 1, ..., n 1´1 , define the continuous functions
By Lemma 7 and continuity of g i and h i , there exists K i such that for all k ě K i , |g i pπ0 pλ k qq´g i pπ0 pλ˚qq| ă γ F , and |h i pπ0 pλ k qq´h i pπ0 pλ˚qq| ă γ F .
Let K " maxtK 1 , ..., K n1´1 u, then it follows that K is as required.
Lemma 9. Let ω " pp 1 , ..., p m q P Ω C 0 be a fixed realization of the continuous null independence model. Then there exists K P N such that for all k ě K,
Proof. If there are no p-values in the interval p0, κq, then V and R will always count 0
p-values, regardless of the selection of λ, and the result holds trivially for K " 1. Thus we may assume there is at least 1 p-value in the interval p0, κq. Define n 1 as the ordered index of the smallest p-value in the interval pκ, τ q. By Lemma 8, there exists K such that for all k ě K and i " 1, ..., n 1´1 , z FDRλ˚ppp iă α if and only if z FDRλk ppp iă α.
Intuitively, for k ě K, Lemma 8 implies that the thresholds t α p z FDRλk q and t α p z FDRλ˚q lead to the same set of rejections and furthermore the same false discovery proportion.
More specifically, consider k ě K. Define I˚" ti : 1 ď i ď n 1´1 , z FDRλ˚ppp i´1ă α ă z FDRλ˚ppṕ iq qu and I k " ti : 1 ď i ď n 1´1 , z FDRλk ppp i´1ă α ă z FDRλk ppṕ iq qu where we take pp 0q " 0. By the selection of k ě K, it follows that I˚" I k . If I˚" I k " H, then it follows that both t α p z FDRλk q and t α p z FDRλ˚q are within the interval pp pn1´1q , κs, and we reject the smallest n 1´1 p-values using both procedures.
If I˚" I k ‰ H, then it follows that both t α p z FDRλk q and t α p z FDRλ˚q are within the interval pp pim´1q , p pimq s, where i m " maxti : i P I˚u " maxti : i P I k u. This implies both R and V count the same number of total and null p-values respectively at either threshold. In summary, in both cases, we have The third equality is due to the bounded convergence theorem, and the final inequality follows by properties of real sequences.
A.3 Modified lowest-slope procedure
In this section we justify the finite sample control of the modified lowest-slope procedure by showing that the right boundary procedure is right continuous. We require the following definition, which is similar to Definition 9.
Definition 10. Fix m ě 1, and 0 ă κ ă τ ă 1. Define the following conditions for i, j " 1, ..., m with i ‰ j:
p1q p i " p j p2qπ0 pp i q "π0 pp j q p3q p i P tκ, τ u.
Let B 0 :" B 0 pm, κ, τ q " tpp 1 , ..., p m q P p0, 1q m : pp 1 , ..., p m q satisfies one or more of (1),(2) and (3)u.
As it is a subset of Ω 0 , by Lemma 4, B 0 is a null set under the continuous null independence model.
Lemma 10. Fix 0 ă κ ă τ ă 1. Under the continuous null independence model, the right-boundary procedure is right continuous.
Proof. By definition we may exclude a null set of realizations, thus consider some fixed ω " pp 1 , ..., p m q P B C 0 . Fix ą 0. Denote Λ ppq " tλ ppq 1 , ..., λ ppq k ppq u so that it has length k ppq . Since ω P B C 0 , we have thatπ0 pp i q ‰π0 pp j q for all i, j " 1, ..., m, i ‰ j. Thus we may define the quantity γ π " 1 2 mint|π0 pp piq q´π0 pp pi´1q q| : 2 ď i ď mu ą 0.
For j " 1, ..., k ppq , define the real function f j pxq " m´Rpλ ppq j q`1 mp1´xq .
Each f j is a continuous function for x P p0, 1q. For each j " 1, ..., k ppq let j ą 0 be sufficiently small that for all x with |x´λ The definition of γ π then implies that π0 pλ 1 j q and π0 pλ ppq j q are sufficiently close to each other that comparisons of the estimator evaluated at consecutive grid points of Λ ppq will produce the same outcome as comparisons of the estimator evaluated at consecutive grid points of Λ 1 , that is the sequential decisions of the right boundary procedure will be the same on both grids. Noting that |λ 1 j´λ ppq j | ă for all j " 1, ..., k ppq , it follows that |λ RBP pΛ ppq q´λ RBP pΛ 1 q| ă , and thus the right boundary procedure is right continuous.
